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Research Debrief

Research Components
● Secondary research
● Feature comparison
● User interviews

Secondary Research
Google Maps
● Google Maps is the most commonly used navigation apps worldwide.
● Besides serving as your GPS while you're traveling, this app shares information

about pretty much every place you can visit.
● Google Maps provide users with real-time ETAs and traffic conditions making it the

ultimate tool for road trips.
● Users can create lists of bookmarked places allowing them to save places to visit.

Road Trips
● Road trips represented some 22% of vacations taken by United States travelers in

2015, but a year later that number doubled according to MMGY Global’s 2017-18
Portrait of American Travelers, a report compiled from nearly 3,000 interviews with
leisure travelers.

● According to the same research report, the top two reasons people prefer taking
road trips are the freedom to make stops along the way, and the ability to pack as
much as they want.

● People like taking road trips because they have the flexibility to stay for as little, or
long, in any one place if they want to.

● People also enjoy the spontaneity of unscheduled stops at roadside attractions.

Sightseeing
● Sightseeing is the activity of going to a new place and checking out all of the

attractions and cool features of that place.
● Attractions can include Dining, Events, Historic Sites, Lodging, Museums, Natural

Wonders, Parks & Recreation, Roadside Attractions, Shops, Amusement Parks,
Scenic overlooks, Zoos, and Sports Venues.

● People typically use google, or other road trip planner websites and applications to
find places along their routes.
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Feature Comparison
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User Interviews
Overview
I talked with four people from the following categories:
● People who have previously gone on a road trip.
● People who use Google Maps as their primary navigation app.
● People who enjoy traveling.

Highlights
● Word of mouth and Google searches are two of the most common ways that people

discover new places to visit.
● Most people prefer to plan out the places and attractions to stop at as they a

driving.
● People want to see national parks, state parks, scenic overlooks, historical sites,

local restaurants, hotels, and natural wonders on road trips.
● People are typically listening to music and podcasts while driving on road trips.
● One user mentioned there are times when they have no internet service so they

cannot explore nearby places.
● Everyone thought that a scenic route feature would be a great addition to the

Google Maps app.

Motivations
● People are motivated to go on road trips for the adventure and the opportunity to

see interesting places along.
● The most memorable part of the road trip are the unexpected stops and

occurrences experienced along the journey.
● The spontaneous nature and the overall freedom of road trips are alluring to most

people.

Pain Points
● Users often get frustrated when they take awkward routes like going through a

residential subdivision.
● Users find the act of adding a stop to their route frustrating because they cannot

safely do it while they are driving.
● The ongoing need to use both of Google and Google Maps to find interesting places

to visit.
● The ongoing need to switch between Spotify and Google Maps is a common user

pain point.
● Sometimes the hours for places are not accurate.
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● If users want to look up attractions further along their route, they must first
memorize their route, then close the navigation to explore any potential attractions
ahead.

● One user mentioned there are times when they have no internet service so they
cannot explore nearby places.

Goals
● Users want to be able to take road trips without actually planning them out

themselves.
● Users want to adjust their route so they can determine when the journey or the

destination is more important.
● Users want to be advised where to stop, not necessarily forced to stop.
● Users only want to drive to attractions that are close in proximity to their routes.
● Users want to learn interesting facts about places along their road trips.

Needs
● Users need to see reliable information and reviews on scenic routes to determine

whether or not they should take them.
● Users need to be able to turn the scenic route feature on and off easily.
● Users need the option to edit their route if needed.
● Users need to know how long the scenic route will take compared to the default

route to the destination.
● Users must clearly understand if they are driving the scenic or default route.

Key Quotes
● “Google Maps has definitely improved my life in terms of getting to places more

quickly and reliably.”
● “For me, road trips are more about the journey to the destination and not just

about getting from point A to point B.”
● “When I am looking for attractions to stop at ahead of my location it will only show

me results in my immediate location. I have to do a lot of scrolling and zooming.”
● “I try to remember the blue line (Route), then I exit out of that route to search for

attractions that were close to that blue line (Route).”
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User Interview Notes

KEY:

Participant 1
Gender: Female
Age: 22
Occupation: RN Nurse

Participant 2
Gender: Female
Age: 24
Occupation: Marketing
Coordinator

Participant 3
Gender: Male
Age: 21
Occupation: College Student

Participant 4
Gender: Male
Age: 34
Occupation: Electrician

1. How often do you use Google Maps? How has the app affected your life?
Almost every day. I use it to route me the quickest way to work because traffic can be bad
most days, and I need to get to work as quickly as possible. It has made my life so much
easier. It makes me feel more comfortable because I can see my ETA. It also lets me get to
my destinations as quickly as possible.
I probably use it every other day or so. It has definitely improved my life. I truly believe I
would not be able to get anywhere without it. I depend on it tremendously.
I use it every day. It has impacted how I spend my money. It has helped me avoid having to
worry about learning the road names. If I am looking for cheap gas, I will route it to what is
closest to me.
I use it every day. Google Maps has definitely improved my life in terms of getting to places
more quickly and reliably.

2. Are there any special features or helpful aspects to using Google Maps? Please explain.
I like how it tells me what lane to be in before turns. I also like how intuitive it is as well.
I like the feature where you can add a stop along the route. For example, if I am driving to
work and am routed there by the app, I can search for coffee shops along the way.
I like how it shows me the speed limit. I also like how you add multiple destinations to a
route because I don't have to keep rerouting the app to the next destination. I also like how
it tells me the air quality and the temperature.
I like the live traffic updates on the app. I also like how it shows me when I am about to go
by a police speed trap. The ability to download offline maps is also really helpful,
especially when cell service is terrible.

3. Can you explain anything that is frustrating while using Google Maps?
I have not experienced any serious issues. A few times, it took me some weird ways.
As I drive, it will automatically change the route, which is annoying because it will tell me to
turn around.
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When driving, I don't like it when the app's orientation isn't properly aligned with my
orientation. I cannot tell which direction to go whenever this occurs, making me anxious. I
have to adjust my orientation.
On some rare occasions, I get routed through a residential subdivision when it would be
just fast going a different route. I would also say that I typically use Spotify while using
Google maps, and it gets annoying to have to constantly switch between these two apps.

4. Please explain how you typically discover new places to explore?
Word of mouth mostly. I am not the person to spend much time searching for places along
a route.
I prefer recommendations from friends and family because If I go to a place that someone I
know has been to, I typically trust their recommendations.
I tend to use google to find places. If I want to go thrifting, I will google thrift shops in my
town. I then input a location into my google maps app.
I will use google to search for places. I also use friends' recommendations as well. I rarely
use google maps to find these places.

5. Have you ever been on a road trip before? What made that road trip memorable?
Yes, the journey to the destination was the most memorable.
Yes. I got to see such beautiful places and see family along the way. I really have a lot of
good memories of going to the various national parks out west.
Yes. I like listening to podcasts and music with my friends while driving. It was handy using
Google Maps because my friends and I could look ahead for upcoming attractions as the
other person was driving. I loved when local attractions would pop up in the app, and we
would stop at them on the spot.
Yes. I guess the types of people in the car with you. But on a more serious note, I think the
random mishaps and last-minute changes make them the most memorable.

6. Was it challenging for you to find places and attractions along your route? Please explain.
Finding stuff along the route is difficult for me. I have to type the location into my phone,
which is tough to do while driving.
I wanted to see many things but to stay along my route the best I could, which was hard. It
was hard trying to find actual things along my route. I had to google places near a
particular town or landmark. It was just a lot of switching between google and google maps.
I would say no, it was not difficult. The one thing that was frustrating was when the
attractions hours were different from the website to google maps. That wasn't very
pleasant, especially while driving.
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It was generally quite easy. Unless There have been a few times that I was driving
somewhere with no internet service and I couldn't search for any attractions. While that
was annoying I have no issues looking for road signs.

7. Do you prefer to plan a road trip ahead of time or spontaneously stop at places?
I like to figure it out as I go because it adds to the adventure.
I would mostly plan out where I would stop ahead of time. But I would stop if I was driving
and something caught my eye.
I would say I am somewhere in the middle. I like to have a plan set up ahead of time, but at
the same time, I wouldn't say I like being tied tightly to the clock. I prefer to adjust the plan
along the way. I feel like that is what makes the trip more memorable.
I prefer to just wing it. There is always something along my route that I will stop at. I am not
a big planner overall.

8. How did you locate places and attractions along your route?
I never used the Google Maps app. I physically looked for signs and decided if they were
worth me stopping for on the fly.
I would google places that were nice near where I was going to be driving by on my route. I
would then bookmark them in my google maps app, which helped me later when I was
driving near them. I sometimes just scrolled around on the map to look for places near my
campsites.
First, I put the destination into Google Maps and then I route it. I try hard to remember the
blue line (Route), then I exit out of that route to search for attractions. Another tricky thing
I have noticed was When I am looking for attractions to stop at ahead of my location it will
only show me results in my immediate location. I have to do a lot of scrolling and zooming.
I tend to use both Google Maps and signage off the highway. I will look up hotels in Google
Maps though because I have to make reservations in advance.

9. What sites and attractions do you like to see on road trips?
Parks, national parks, and other outdoor attractions.
National Parks, Historic Sites, Silly stuff like the “World's Largest Truckstop,” etc.
I like a little bit of everything. I want to find various restaurants, especially street foods that
are local. I also like to see scenic overlooks and novel things like antique stores.
I like to typically see nature-related attractions like hikes, nice views, or landmarks. I try to
avoid touristy things and shops.
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10. What makes a place or attraction worth visiting?
If it matches my interest or is convenient and easy to get to. It also has to be somewhat
close to the highway as well.
If it sparks my curiosity, I would say. I am open-minded about these things. If its an
outdoor attraction, I will stop if it's along my route.
I guess it depends. If it looks crazy and mysterious, it will attract me. Weird and quirky
things interest me the most. I like to check reviews or check local locations out on Reddit.
I may look at reviews of the place to gauge its popularity. If it’s popular, then I will stop. I
also factor in if it’s a big detour or not. If it’s too far away, then I will not stop.

11. Would you like the option to select a scenic route in the Google Maps app? Please explain.
I would use that option. This would be cool for things like road trips! It would take the app
to the next level for sure.
Yes, I think that I would like this because a lot of times if I am doing a road trip or day
trip. For me, road trips are more about the journey to the destination. It is not always just
about getting from point A to point B.
I would love this feature, honestly. It will depend on how the app will distinguish what is
scenic. People often have reservations and need to get to the destination quickly, but
there are times when time is not an issue. It could be cool if the different routes would
tell cool facts about that particular place.
That’s a neat idea. I think it’s a clever idea. You should probably make a clear distinction
between the default route and the scenic route.


